
From: Roger Crook rcrook@yardleyconsulting.com
Subject: Analysis of W&M Athletics' rationale for cutting seven teams - sent 9/29/2020

Date: October 1, 2020 at 5:26 PM
To: president@wm.edu, provost@wm.edu, bov@wm.edu, jlittel@wm.edu, mjfox1@wm.edu

Dear President Rowe, Provost Agouras, Rector Littel and Members of the Board of Visitors,

Jeremy Martin, Assistant to President Rowe provided a presentation for University Advancement on September 18 
Titled "W&M Athletics: Framing the Problem to Pursue Solutions".  That presentation referred to the Pictor consulting 
recommendations and W&M Athletic's strategic plan for understanding the decision to eliminate seven sports.  Though I 
had questions and reaction simmering in my head while watching, I wanted to come back with a more thorough 
statement.

In President Rowe’s comments to the Board of Visitors (BOV) this past week she stated “We need to dig more deeply 
into that plan about competitiveness and what that means in a Division I context for the community now.”  I agree 
emphatically.  This is my analysis using several slides from Jeremy’s presentation and other public information and 
common sense.  Let me begin:

Slide 11 from below, Pictor states that we have been “Uneven recently in competitive success.”  The reality is that Tribe 
swimming has been our winningest team for over a decade despite facilities that are less than optimal.  The other 
eliminated sports have also been respectable and produced nationally ranked athletes in recent years.

The comment that 23 sports is unsustainable is an overly simplified conclusion because it ignores the fact that different 
sports have disproportionate costs and impact on sustainability.  When evaluating sustainability, the raw number is less 
important than the mix.

The consultants used the following, Slide 21 bubble chart to depict where NCAA sports stand in terms of growth.  The 
implication is that since fewer schools are sponsoring these teams, it’s okay for us to eliminate them too.  I take a 
different view.  These are Olympic sports that are not going away on a national and world stage.  They are incredibly 
challenging, and they bring us our best scholar-athletes.  My counter argument is this: if there are fewer Division I 
programs, W&M then gets to pick from among the best talent to recruit to W&M.  If it’s really all about sports growth, 
perhaps we should take up esports (I say with my tongue firmly in cheek).  All kidding aside, just because other schools 
are cutting these sports is not even close to a valid a reason for us to follow.
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Slide 5 which follows presents a false dichotomy - all or nothing.  In particular, football can be FBS, Football Bowl Series 
or FCS Football Championship Series, formerly called IA and IAA respectively.  After rigorous debate decades ago we 
appropriately chose to step football down to the less-intense IAA/FCS.  This allows, but does not mandate that W&M 
issue up to 63 football scholarships each year.

But let’s be clear, FCS football means we are already not at the “highest collegiate level” to reference the aspirations of 
our strategic plan.  While I’m not proposing Division II or III for any of our sports, leaving Division II off the slide further 
promotes the false dichotomy.  And there is more middle ground - see my next comments regarding football.



If we are pulling out the bubble charts and statistics, we cannot get away without analyzing football.  Consider the 
conference we are in.  We are among the smallest universities by enrollment in the CAA, and we are forced to compete 
with schools whose student bodies are 3 to 5 times our size, like Delaware, JMU and Towson.  This is why we are 
maxed out on the student athletic fees that fund so much of football, approaching $2,000 per year per student.  We lack 
the needed scale of student body to cover the fixed cost of the football team.  For that matter, these are not really 
schools that we see as our academic peers.  A much better fit for W&M, athletically in football and academically would 
be the Patriot League which can have full and associate members:

Lafayette
Colgate (which beat W&M and JMU in 2018 and played in the FCS championship)
Lehigh
Holy Cross
Bucknell
Georgetown (associate member)
Fordham (associate member)

These schools are also very reasonable to reach geographically.  And as you can see, it is not impossible for schools in 
this league to attain national attention.  W&M would be in excellent company.

Patriot League affiliation for football might also enable us to reduce the pressure that we fund the full 63 scholarships, 
which would also make the football program much more sustainable.  Three teams in CAA do not even field a football 
team (Northeastern, UNCW, Drexel) further highlighting what a poor fit CAA is for W&M football, and the fact that it’s 
extremely costly to field a football team.  CAA may remain appropriate for other W&M sports as the realities of league 
affiliations permit.

If we are going to compete at Division I FCS level, we have to adjust the emphasis on football and our opponents to a 
more appropriate level.  There are other good reasons to do so.  The football head injury issue is not going away.  
Fewer parents are encouraging participation, and the pipeline of players will diminish.  The best and the brightest are 
heavily recruited by the Ivy League who give no athletic scholarships but can afford to give the entire team academic 
scholarships.  Recruiting suitable football student athletes will only get more difficult for W&M in the years ahead.

Let me also address the fact that our students do not come here for the football fan experience.  Most resent paying the 
high fees to feed it.  They do not come to games in significant numbers, just like their predecessors from the decades 
after the 60’s did not. Very generous older alumni have provided significant funding for football, but there are limits to 
their generosity evident from the chronic funding shortfall for football.  The number of enthusiastic older football alumni 
are dropping every year.  The pipeline of willing and generous donors is thus in decline.  It is well known that only a 
handful of Division IA/FBS football programs actually make money, and probably none do in FCS.  Even if by some 
miracle W&M football becomes an FCS powerhouse, the chances of having a break-even W&M football program are 
still zero.  Sustainability of the W&M football program should have been a major piece of the Pictor analysis, but it 
appears that it was not in the scope of the study.  It absolutely should have been.

What are we doing about our football program to ensure it is appropriate, defined as sustainable while still being FCS 
capable?  W&M football is obviously never going to be “at the highest collegiate level”.  The only chance we have to 
aspire for the “highest collegiate level” is basketball, and the sports we already have that cost so much less to operate 
than football.

Slide 12 about Financial Resources:

Spend per student athlete is a misleading statistic because it combines all sports, and different schools have different 
mixes of sports.  On one hand a higher spend ratio is desired for for football since it it so cost-intensive, but on the other 
hand the low cost of putting a track athlete on the field is a virtue of the sport.  Averaging these is inappropriate to put it 
charitably.  The ratios need to be isolated by sport to have any real meaning.  Trying to affect this dubious metric by 
“roster management” or eliminating whole sports that serve a large population like track and swimming may pump up 
the number, but striving for this misleading metric is leading to terrible outcomes.

One thing this chart makes clear is that W&M manages to field more Division I athletes per capita than other CAA 
member, and this should be lauded.  Our goal should be to keep it this way.  Our high quality scholar athletes are the 
people who lead, the people who perform best on campus and beyond.  The cutting of these seven teams reduces our 
Division 1 student athletes by an estimated 30 percent, but the purported savings, even with an optimistic estimate is 
less than 10 percent of the athletic budget.  We are literally cutting out the sports that give us our best bang for the buck, 
if what you care about is opportunities to compete.

This misleading chart leads to another faulty averaged statistic - the ratio of academic support per student athlete.  
Basketball and football athletes need significant additional academic support.  The teams being cut do not.  Those 



Basketball and football athletes need significant additional academic support.  The teams being cut do not.  Those 
students are among our best and brightest.  Track and Field has produced more Phi Beta Kappas academic honors 
graduates than any other team.   Public information states that W&M swimming produces an average 3.3 GPA, and 
W&M gymnastics an astonishing 3.75 GPA with little to no extra academic support.  Killing these sports is an arrow to 
the heart of recruiting exactly the kind of student we wish to attract.

Slide 14, Tribe Club Balances:  Certainly Covid-19 damage was evident here.  Still, at the same time the Campaign For 
The Bold was successfully wrapping up, Tribe Club funding was allowed to languish.  Donors to Tribe Club should have 
been made aware of the situation in time to close out strong.  This is a leadership failure.



This following related slide is from a document at the W&M web site cited at the bottom:

Gymnastics and swimming both finished FY2020 greatly exceeding their typical annual donations.  Swimming was up 
almost 52% and gymnastics was up almost 29% vs the 7 year average.

Football was down nearly 30% and basketball (MBB) was down nearly 60% vs 7 year averages despite an excellent 
season for MBB, and those are big loss numbers.  So because of football and basketball failure to fund, other sports 
that actually stepped up their giving must go.  Gross injustice is not too strong a description of this situation.

Athletic Director (AD) Huge stated to the Annual Giving Board (AGB) on 9/11/2020 that the seven sports have 
endowments, but was unclear about how much they were.  Swimming’s fundraising site states they have 3 million.  
Documents posted at the web site below stated that the FY2020 endowment drawdown for these seven sports yielded 
about $616,000.  Those documents were removed from the website this week, but not before another W&M alumnus 
found them, noted the $616,000 endowment drawdown and provided me the data.  The timing of the removal of these 
documents should be a concern to all parties interested in transparency.

With the amount of the drawdown we can estimate the seven sports' endowments.  Financials at the W&M website 
below show the total athletics endowment drawdown for FY2020 was $3.8 million on $94.6 million total endowment 
which is about 4%.  Assuming that same rate was used, the seven sports endowments totaled about $15.4 million, 
probably now closer to $14.8 million ((616,000/.04) - 616,000).

AD Huge also stated to the AGB that the athletic department would contact as many endowment donors as possible to 
seek their assent to direct the endowments to the proposed club versions of the sports or another sport.  Donors who do 
not agree will not get their money back, and in that case the athletic department can redirect those funds to any purpose 
subject to BOV and possibly Virginia Attorney General approval.  Less clear is what will happen when a donor is 
deceased or unreachable.

One cannot help but think that the estimated $14.8 million is the number that matters much more to the AD than the 
very reasonable annual operating expenses of these seven sports.  How the outreach to donors is conducted will affect 
how much goes to the clubs versus general athletic purposes like plugging the chronic football shortfall.  That outreach 
appears to be under the control of AD Huge.

One thing is certain though, donors to these sports made these gifts expressly to protect their cherished teams.  They 
directed funds specifically so they would not be swallowed up by football’s shortfalls.  Now their generosity and 
stewardship is being rewarded with perfidy, specifically thwarting the donors' wishes.  Cutting nearly one-third of our 
Division I athletes in one swoop means this breach of trust will resonate in profound ways, through the students, their 
families and friends and the entire W&M community.  All will rightly ask, "How can we now trust W&M?"



To sum this up, the analysis in the strategic plan and Pictor analysis was inadequate, leading to erroneous conclusions.  
None of the posted documents give a serious analysis to the specific realities that our most expensive sport, football, 
must face.  The way in which a “final decision” was reached and communicated appears to have not been sufficiently 
open to allow any critical analysis or opposing viewpoints.  Perhaps one can prove that the letter of the law on 
transparency was met, but the W&M community is far from considering this a fair and open process or acceptable 
outcome.

The damage being done by this decision to W&M is far reaching, much farther than whomever constructed the analysis 
bothered to consider.  It will cost far more than the purported financial savings.  I hope there is still time to make it right 
and urge us to choose a better course of action.  I hope for a complete examination of our athletic priorities and decision 
processes that ensures that the entire W&M community in the future feels more like stakeholders instead victims of a 
steamroller.

Respectfully,

Roger L. Crook, W&M Class of 1978
Yardley, PA

Disclosure: I was not an athlete while on campus, nor was my son when he attended.  I had many friends in many 
sports while a student.  I am a fan of our teams.  My wife Sue and I typically have men’s basketball season tickets and 
sometimes football season tickets.  I have been on the Annual Giving Board for five years and also serve as a Class 
Ambassador.  As a Class Ambassador I have reached out to approximately 160 classmates several times each year to 
relay good news about W&M, including on multiple occasions broadcasting news of the success of the athletic teams, 
especially swimming.  I am continuing my Annual Giving Board and Volunteer Engagement activities for now, but for 
now I have no idea how I can proceed with Class Ambassador activities in light of how I promoted the successes of 
these sports.  I made pledges to the Save Tribe Swimming, Gymnastics and Track websites hoping to reverse this 
destructive decision.

*W&M athletic documents located here:

https://tribeathletics.com/sports/2020/9/16/william-mary-athletics-realignment-documents.aspx?
fbclid=IwAR15mZDW2gO5_qbT6j9X6DY7vR-l6EOcVlegJYunyPpHFcVAv8pcPVePlqE
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